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Why It Stinks To
Wait On Fixes
Here’s a real-life tale of
my dad’s insurance compahow an early remedy
ny was fighting it out with
would have prevented
that of the building associserious and costly repairs
ation, figuring out who
later on. For years, until
would pay for what and
his now semi-retirement,
how much (going on two
my dad lived on Long
years now), it happened
Island and spent winters
again. The waste pipe had
in Florida. Now he does
been cleared out, of
the opposite; living in
course, but it turns out
Jensen Beach and spendthat the real problem was
Edward J. Correia
ing summers here in a
much more serious than
condo in Middle Island. It’s a groundsomeone flushing a disposable diaper.
level condo in a two-story building.
Apparently the building had settled
A year ago last winter, while the
a bit over time, causing the waste pipe
condo was vacant, a clog occurred in
to break and begin to take on sand
one of the building’s waste lines, causand soil from the surrounding area.
ing the sewage to back
No matter how many
up. Every time the yeartimes they called Rotoround resident in the
Rooter, the plumbing
condo directly above my
company was never able
dad’s took a shower, did
to repeat their “away go
laundry or flushed the
troubles down the drain”
toilet, the waste water
slogan. Troubles would
would flow not into the
always return as the pipe
cesspool, but up and out
would again take on sand
of my dad’s toilets.
and soil.
This went on for weeks,
Before knowing any of
unbeknownst
to
the
this, my dad had gone
upstairs resident or anyahead and made a good
one else. When it was
number of repairs to the
finally discovered, the
apartment, including new
mess was indescribable.
bathroom fixtures and
Over most of the seventile, wall board and paint.
room dwelling, the floors
Then he finds out about
and walls were coated with
the real problem and what
solid and liquid human
has to be done to fix it:
waste. In some areas, the
Everyone living in the
pools were several inches
building—which
has
deep. Carpets, furniture,
about 12 units—must
clothing, kitchen cabinets
vacate the premises for at
and appliances, silverleast a month while they
ware, electronics—everyexcavate around it, raise
thing had to go. The wall boards had to
the building on steel girders, remove
be removed and replaced, along with
the concrete floors of several units
some of the structure underneath.
including my dad’s and repair the pipe.
Bathroom tile and fixtures too. In
Anybody want to buy a condo? It’s a
essence, the place had to be gutted.
steal, and just 20 minutes from the
But that’s just the beginning. While
Hamptons. ý

•

No matter how

many times they
called RotoRooter, they
couldn’t make
their troubles go
down the drain.

•
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ST&Pedia
Translating the jargon of testing into plain English

The Unit Testing Unit
In 1979, Glenford Myers wrote the first book
on software testing. He defined a unit test as “A
process of testing the individual subprograms,
subroutines or procedures in a program.” Since
that time we have seen the advent of all kinds
of new tools, technologies, and paradigms.
Here’s an update to Myer’s definitions in light
of those changes.

A detailed discussion of objects is beyond the
scope of this article.

METHOD / noun

Matt Heusser and
Chris McMahon

UNIT / noun
A set of logic, implemented in code, small enough
to be testable, generally only visible to programmers and not end users.

UNIT TEST / verb
Examining a ‘unit’ for appropriate behavior by executing it.
Unit tests can be done manually, or they can be
automated. With the exception of certain mission- and life-critical systems, unit testing is performed by software developers.

SUBROUTINE / noun
An independent, callable unit of code.
Languages that use subroutines are typically
structured (as opposed to object-oriented).

LIBRARY / noun
A collection of subroutines that perform a complex
operation.
A single subroutine often appears in more than
one library.

DEBUGGER / noun
A tool that allows the examination of the source code
line-by-line as it executes.
Prior to automated unit testing, the debugger
was the central tool for manual unit testing.

PRINT() / verb
The simplest possible way to test is to run the code
and insert commands that dump the states of variables at various times.
Most languages allow the programmer to print
to a file or to the console in “debug mode.”
Examining a log of printed output is another manual approach to unit testing.

OBJECT / noun
A combination of data and operations on that data
which form a logical componet, with its own responsibilities and actions.
AUGUST 2008

Objects have methods in the same way that libraries
have subroutines.
Common methods are get_variable, set_variable and various transformations.

xUNIT / noun

Q:

What would your
answers be?

Did you exhaustively test
this? Are we doing an SVT
after our BVT? Does the
performance testing pass?
What are your equivalence
classes? Which heuristics
are you using? Should we
add Bacon to our Test
Driven Development?
What the heck is cause-effect
graphing? Does it work?
Should we use it?

[EX-yoo-nit] An approach to automated unit testing with standard methods called setup, test, teardown, suite setup, suite teardown.
xUnit frameworks allow you to collect unit
tests into a suite and run them.

TEST-DRIVEN DEVELOPMENT / verb
The practice of writing automated tests before writing the code that makes those tests pass.
Note that TDD is a design activity (with
automated regression unit tests as a byproduct), rather than a validation, or pure testing activity.

STUB / noun

ST&Pedia will help
you answer questions
like these and earn the
respect you deserve.

A placeholder object used as a simulator or driver.
If you want to test what happens when the database fails, you could use a stub database connection object that always returns “false” when
asked to connect.

Upcoming topics:

MOCK / noun

A:

September
Testing the Microsoft Stack
October
Security & Code Analysis
November
Testers Choice Awards
December
Test Automation

A special kind of stub that reports its interactions.
For example, if in the event of failure, the software should wait 10 seconds and re-connect, a
mock could report how many times it was called
during the procedure.

STATEMENT COVERAGE / noun
A measure of the percentage of lines of code that the
test suite executes.

BRANCH COVERAGE / noun
A measure of the percentage number of possible
branches the test suite passes through.

Matt Heusser and Chris McMahon
are career software developers,
testers and bloggers. They’re colleagues at Socialtext, where they
perform testing and quality assurance for the company’s Webbased collaboration software.

CYCLOMATIC COMPLEXITY / noun
A measure of the intricacy of each unit in a program.
A high score indicates that the units are too
large and complex for most people to truly
understand, thus testing results would be
more suspect. ý
www.stpmag.com •
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Out of the Box

Your PC’s Next Stop:
The Privacy Zone

Peek into data pre-integration with Talend’s free profiler.

A ‘Talend’ for Free
Data Cleansing
You’re about to begin a project that will tap into or integrate
data from a database. You’ve been looking for low-cost ways to
clear that data of duplicates, near-dupes, and obsolete or garbage
data. But cleansing tools are expensive.
Not any more. Integration tools maker Talend recently released
Open Profiler, a GUI-based tool for Linux, Unix and Windows that
offers a peek inside data sources they’re about to work with to verify it adheres to project quality goals or metrics.
Open Profiler 1.0.0RC1 includes a metadata repository, which
stores results of its introspections of files and data stores. The
metadata can then be used by developers and data analysts to
create metrics and indicators. These indicators are statistics such
as groups of data with certain numbers of rows, null values,
distinct or unique values, and duplicates or blank fields. Other
indicators include minimum, maximum and average length of
text in fields; computation of numerical summary values such
as for mean, average, inner quartile and range definitions; and
advanced statistic such as mode and frequency tables. The tool
also can render the statistics as tables and graphs.
“Companies in every business face significant losses and inefficiencies that are caused by poor data quality,” said Talend CEO
Bertrand Diard. Open Profiler 1.0.0RC1 is available now under
the GPL 2 open source license.

Would your company spend US$40 per PC for the promise of
automatically eliminating all malware threats? Security tools
maker Trustware thinks so. The company in mid-June began
shipping BufferZone Pro 3.0, adding the ability to specify trusted Web sites to which the tool automatically applies extra security and identity theft protection.
The so-called privacy zone feature encapsulates the browser
session for sites on your trusted list, such as sensitive internal
networks, and online banking, trading and other financial institutions. “Trusted sites will always open in the ‘privacy zone,’
thereby preventing identity thieves from stealing or gaining
access to sensitive information such as social security numbers, banking information or passwords,” the company said.
The software works using virtualization technology to create
a barrier between application or browser traffic and the underlying operating system, and eliminates the need for file and traffic scanning tools, according to claims. BufferZone 3.0 is available now for Windows XP for $39.95; a version for Vista is in
beta and is free (www.trustware.com).

A simple GUI interface wraps PCs in a buffer zone of privacy.

An Online Genius to Run Your Project
With the recent introduction of Genius
Project, project management tools maker Genius Inside now offers development
and testing teams an on-demand system
for planning and managing projects.
Integrating Gantt charts is the Planner
module, which permits visually schedul-
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ing concurrent and consecutive tasks and
assigning, modifying and linking those
tasks. Planner can also help teams determine timelines and estimate project costs
in multiple currencies, labor and resource rates.
A document management module

provides a central repository for storage,
editing and management of project documents. Teams can enter custom workflows and automate business processes
using included templates based on
Prince2, PMI and Six Sigma. Annual subscriptions start at $42 per month per user.
AUGUST 2008

Gomez Hits the Gas
On Reality Load XF
Gomez, a maker of Web application performance management tools (not the patriarch of TV’s “The Addams Family”), has
accelerated performance of Reality Load
XF, the company’s self-service load testing
solution for Web apps. The tool generates
browser-based Web traffic from a global
network of more than 40,000 agents, and
reports system capacity thresholds, makes
judgments about end user experience
issues and identifies possible weaknesses.
According to company claims, the tool
achieves a nearly 10x performance
improvement over the previous version.
Gomez also has increased the number of
ISPs and geographies covered in its network, added scheduling capabilities to the
self-service testing interface and new and
real-time reports. Enhanced administration capabilities include simplified set-up
of multiple testing scenarios.

Reality Load XF
was introduced in
April, 2007, as part of
On-Demand QA, the
first-of-its-kind QA
SaaS that also included the Reality Check
XF function tester for
Ajax-enabled applications that applies
use-case scripts recorded with the
Selenium
open- Some of the real-time visuals in Reality Load XF include app
source Web testing response time and object error.
framework. Tests
against multiple browsers and operating
Firefox, IE6 and 7, Opera, Safari and othsystems can be scheduled or performed
er browsers on multiple operating systems
manually, and can provide screen captures
and at multiple resolutions. Page renderand full playback.
ing performance results can be gauged with
Third is Reality View XF, which tests for
an eye toward optimization. The services
visual performance of Web pages across
are available at www.realityqa.com.

GrammaTech Brings Static Analysis to Mac
If you’re a Mac OS X user and looking for
programming languages. Now Gramma
working equipment and consumer eleca static analysis tool to help with bug huntTech is positioning its flagship product
tronics.
ing, errors and departures from programfor other high-performance applications
CodeSonar works by performing a build
ming best practices, GrammaTech might
such as those in wireless devices, netof source code. But unlike a compiler,
have something for you.
which would create object
The company in July
code, CodeSonar creates “an
began shipping Code
abstract representation of
Sonar 3.1 Enterprise, a verthe program,” explained on
sion of its GUI-based analythe company’s Web site.
sis tool that it claims “per“After the individual files are
forms a whole-program,
built, a synthesis phase cominterprocedural analysis on
bines the results into a
code and identifies comwhole-program model. The
plex programming bugs
model is symbolically exethat can result in system
cuted and the analysis keeps
crashes, memory corruptrack of variables and how
tion” and other anomalies.
they are related. Warnings
The company has
are generated when anomhistorically addressed
alies are encountered.”
avionics, satellite, indusCodeSonar does not
trial and medical control
require test cases and works
devices and other induswith a company’s existing
tries developing missionbuild system. Available now,
and safety-critical appliCodeSonar pricing starts at
cations with its analysis
US$4,000 per seat for small
Now for Mac OS X, CodeSonar 3.1 finds bugs others don’t, company says.
tools for C, C++ and Ada
projects.
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RealBasic 3 Gets
Profiler, Attributed
Language
Among the new features in RealBasic 3,
the cross-platform integrated development environment from Real Software,
are a built-in profiler, an attributes language and an enhanced project analyzer. RealBasic 3 for Linux, Mac OS X and
Windows began shipping in July.
Characterized as compile-time properties, attributes can apply to project items
and code items and according to the company can take the form of either an identifier (which for now are limited to
“reserved” or “hidden”) or a string, and
can optionally carry a value. An attributes
editor retrieves attributes at runtime
though the Introspection.TypeInfo class.
For class declarations, attributes are inherited from the parent class, but can be
overridden by a subclass.
The latest version reportedly also
includes numerous bug fixes and
enhancements to stability. According to
the release notes, RealBasic 3 now lets
developers add structures, enumerations
and delegates to classes, export modules
with classes and interfaces, and save pictures as BMP, PNG and JPEG file formats.
A bug also was fixed that caused a crash
when trying to compile a project containing a picture if the pic could not be
converted to a platform-native type.
The RealBasic 3 personal edition is
available now for Linux (free), and Mac
OS X and Windows (US$100 each). For
cross-platform development, you’ll need
the $500 enterprise edition.
The company also offers downloads
of numerous individual items, such as
a language reference, user manuals, tutorials, quick start guide and other documentation, example projects for all platforms and add-on information and
downloads.

Krugle Search Tool
Adds Fine-Tuning,
Custom Fields
Code search company Krugle in early July
began shipping Krugle Enterprise 2.3, an
update to its code repository appliance
AUGUST 2008

that it claims now allows more fine-tuned
searching, increased storage and search
capacity and the ability to search using
custom data fields.
Krugle positions its enterprise search
appliance as a means to maximize reuse of
source code and related resources with little change to development practices. It also
maintains Krugle.org, a two-billion line central repository amassed from more than
500 open-source repositories. Krugle.org,
which is free, is a way to help your team
avoid having to reinvent the wheel whenever they need a common function.
Enhanced search functions include
the ability to scan for multiple lines of
code, resulting in “ranked lists of exact
and approximate matches,” which Krugle
says permits developers to identify similar code across multiple branches or
releases. Also new is the ability to add custom data fields against which to search
code files in the index. “This allows users
to extend the code file search capabilities with custom qualifiers, like file identifiers and links to other resources,” the
company said.
The other major enhancement in
Krugle Enterprise 2.3 is support for fourdrive configurations, which increases perappliance search capacity to more than
10 billion lines of code. There’s also new
caching and processing methods for handling duplicate code modules, according
to company documents.

ISO Standardizes
Adobe’s Portable
Document Format
Fully 15 years after the introduction by
Adobe of the Portable Document Format,
the International Organization for
Standardization has finally gotten around
to declaring it an ISO standard.
As part of the standardization agreement, Adobe has turned over the copyright and control of PDF version 1.7, which
Adobe published in Oct., 2006. The ISO
will now have all responsibility for advancing the standard, now known as ISO-320001:2008. Future versions will be published
as subsequent parts of that standard.
The PDF standard “specifies a digital
form for representing electronic documents to enable users to exchange and

view electronic documents independent
of the environment in which they were
created or the environment in which they
are viewed or printed,” according to the
ISO standard’s Web page. “It is intended
for the developer of software that creates
PDF files (conforming writers), software
that reads existing PDF files and interprets their contents for display and interaction (conforming readers) and PDF
products that read and/or write PDF files
for a variety of other purposes (conforming products).”
The ISO also states that the standard
DOES NOT specify processes for converting paper or electronic documents to
PDF, an interface or implementation of
rendering, document storage or conformance validation methods of files or readers, and any host system requirements.

Froglogic Updates
Squish for Trolltech,
Ganymede
That headline could almost have come
from a fairy tale. But it’s true. Froglogic,
which is based in Hamburg, Germany and
was founded by former software engineers
from GUI-tools maker Trolltech, in July
began shipping Squish 3.4, the latest version of its GUI-test automation tool for
Java, Qt, Mac OS X and Web applications.
Squish 3.4 adds support for the May
release of Trolltech’s Qt 4.4 GUI framework, the June release of Eclipse 3.4
(Ganymede), and for testing applications
using varying GUI technologies from within a single test case.
Also new in 3.4 is integration with
Apache’s Ant build system and the
CruiseControl framework for continuous
build and integration process. Qt 4.4 now
supports Qt, Java Swing/AWT, Java
SWT/Eclipse RCP, Mac OS X Carbon and
Cocoa, Tk or XView and HTML/Ajaxbased Web applications. For scripting in
Squish, take your pick of using JavaScript,
Perl, Python or Tcl.
Trolltech earlier this month was
acquired by Nokia, the Finnish cell-phone
giant. And what good fairy tale doesn’t
have one of those?
Send product announcements to
stpnews@bzmedia.com
www.stpmag.com •
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By Alan Berg

Photograph by Freeze Frame Studio

M

aven, an open source build manager for
Java projects from the Apache Foundation,

fully supports unit testing and the Quality Assurance development cycle. Let’s look at how simple it is to implement
and manage a Java-based unit/regression testing structure
via a simple recipe using Maven.
For your further reading pleasure, I also present an
interview with Aaron Zeckoski, a senior research engineer
at Cambridge University and Maven practitioner (See sidebar, “From A Maven Practitioner”.
It is not a random coincidence that your loyal author
chose Zeckoski. He is the main driving force for improved
coding practices within the Sakai project, a Java-based
learning management system comprising more than a million lines of code and involving cooperation between many
parties (mostly from universities) internationally. Zeckoski
has implemented live test runners, mocking structures and
all of the most modern plumbing needed for economic
defense against increased bug densities and entropy decay.
The message here is that unit testing works economically
for large-scale structures.
As we know, unit testing is the testing of the smallest
units of a program. For Java, that means testing at the individual method level. Good unit tests do not change the
code. Continuous build infrastructure can run the tests
separately outside the main code base triggering the
exposed methods on the inside. This enables clean separation between testing and deployment and the signaling of
the breaking of code as developers refactor. Unit testing
saves pain later, even within the perfection of your personally crafted code.
I think of unit testing as synonymous with regression testing—insurance that you are not adding new bugs or breaking things as you change your code. Java is a team language;
objects and packages encapsulate areas of responsibilities
and allow for well-defined divisions of labor. Teams tend to
build faster than individuals do. Java is also a verbose language when compared to procedural languages such as
Perl. Without decent regression testing, quality assurance
becomes increasingly resource intensive and uneconomic,
and you risk an implosion and massive inertia to safe
change. People dare not patch, as they do not know which
part of the edifice will fall down next. Life cycles become
less ambitious and more defensive.
Unit testing is an obvious and excellent protective, near
real-time hammer. If you want to rush a product to market
to increase its potential share, then to avoid a large tidal
wave of near surface defects, automatic regression testing is
the protective shield. Even for small projects and incremental change, the cost benefit ratio is very high.
In the Java world, the JUnit framework is the industrial
standard of choice. The framework is well respected, highly
documented and is so straightforward that it deskills the
learning curve to “newbie minus-one” levels.
Metric mongers at times use unit testing—or more
specifically the coverage of the code base of the unit testing or
density of tests—as a reasonably accurate way of defining sigAlan M. Berg is the lead developer at the University of Amsterdam.
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MAVEN MIX

Debian system such as Ubuntu, to
install Maven, type:

FIG. 1: A BASIC PROOF

sudo apt-get install maven2

nificant parts of the basic quality of a
project. As you will see later in this article, Maven supports both coverage
reports and unit testing.

To Kill A Mockingbird
A significant roadblock to the success
of unit testing is that you want to be
able to test all the code, even under
the stones and in the shadows. For
example, there may be a service that
only runs live, and that returns a person object that the application then
uses. To perform proper testing you
will need either to make a mock person object or find a way of calling the
service. For anything apart from simple cases, mock object generation is a
pain. The extra cost in effort may well
be greater than for the rest of the
implementation of the tests. Worse
still, the data injected into your tests
are based on the assumptions of the
tester and may not hit the weakest
unexpected border cases.
Another approach is to create live
objects while the target application is
running and build custom tests
around those live objects. However,
you will need a fully running application that has to be brought up and
torn down. Running the application
tends to slow down the development
cycle and is harder to implement in a
continuous build environment. There
is currently no ideal solution. A hybrid
approach, which the developers use
within Sakai, is to use a combination of
mock objects and live tests.
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A Recipe For Success
One of the barriers to the inclusion of
unit testing is simply a fear from a
minority of developers that they are
adding extra work and complexity to
their lives. This fear is unfounded. To
prove this proposition, let us build an
elementary project with code coverage
reports, JUnit testing, Javadoc generation and a listing of all the todo and
fixme comments. Sounds daunting,
but it is not. All you will need is
five minutes, a cup of coffee and a text
editor.
Assuming you have a modern Linux

And, by the powers vested in me by
the Debian package management system and a magical puff of smoke,
Maven version 2 is installed.
Maven is an extremely sharp build
tool. It is project-oriented and has
goals that do a lot for only a little XML
configuration. There are goals for
each part of a project’s life cycle, for
example during compilation or
reporting. The main file is the
pom.xml file, which resides in the toplevel directory of the given project.
To take the dog work out of starting
a project Maven, Maven offers archetypes. Archetypes are basically skeleton templates for different types of
projects. Let us build a quick start
project with our first JUnit test.
In a temporary directory of choice,
type:
mvn archetype:generate

You will now see a long list of archetypes. By default Maven chooses the
quickstart archetype. Accept the
default and fill in the groupId, that is
the unique ID of your organization,
artifcatId, the first part of the generated jar file’s name (at least for the
quick start project), version and package. For an uninteresting example, try

FIG. 2: A BASIC COVERAGE TEST
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inputting:

FIG. 3: COVERAGE TEST FROM REAL LIFE

groupId: IC_ODG_projectX
artifactId: alan_berg_1234
version: 1.0-SNAPSHOT
package: nl.uva.odg.aberg

At this point, you should be commenting about the bad naming conventions I used. Feel free to use your
organization’s own idiosyncratic conventions and laugh at mine.
A number of lines flash past as
Maven generates the project. At the
end of the output you should see:
[INFO] BUILD SUCCESSFUL

In our well-thought-out example, the
subdirectory alan_berg_1234/src contains the main directory where the simple application sits and a test directory
with a basic unit test. To trigger the
JUnit tests run:
mvn test

Only one test is triggered by your
actions, but that is enough for our
proof of concept, and you should get
back a command line report similar to:
——————————————————————
T E ST S
——————————————————————
Running nl.uva.odg.aberg.AppTest
Tests run: 1, Failures: 0, Errors: 0, Skipped: 0, Time
elapsed: 0.029 sec
Results :
Tests run: 1, Failures: 0, Errors: 0, Skipped: 0

Now, let us generate a basic report,
Try typing:
mvn site

If you browse with your favorite Web
browser to the local location ./alan
_berg_1234/target/site you should see
a screen similar to Figure 1.
Notice the description is empty. This
is because we need to add some extra
information to the top-level pom.xml.
This problem I will leave as an exercise
for the motivated reader.
Adding extra reporting possibilities is
as simple as filling in a <reporting> tag in
the pom.xml. To add a degree of realism
let us track the coverage of the code base
with unit tests and generate a structure
that can be used later for real projects.
First, we need to modify the Java
code in our template directory to contain a method that returns a result. A
AUGUST 2008

realistic unit test should be testing at
this level. While we’re at it, let’s add
some comments implying that we
will be working on the code later.
Replace the auto-generated application code under ./alan_berg_1234/src
/main/java/nl/uva/odg/aberg with
Listing 1:
package nl.uva.odg.aberg;
//TODO much todo about northing
public class App
{
/*
* @todo Write a better example
*/
App(){}
//FIXME Fixme please fixme
public boolean isMagazineExample(){
return true;
}
}

Next, we need to make sure that the
unit test asserts that the method is
returning an expected value. You and
your text editor can achieve this via
modifying alan_berg_1234/src/test
/java/nl/uva/odg/aberg/AppTest.java
from
assertTrue( true );

to:
assertTrue(new
nl.uva.odg.aberg.App().isMagazineExample());

Next, let’s add some extra information to the top level pom.xml to generate Javadoc data, code coverage and
collect the todo and fixme tags. This is

achieved simply by telling Maven
which plug-in extensions the report
needs. Just before the last tag </project> at line 18, add:
<reporting>
<plugins>
<plugin>
<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>
<artifactId>maven-javadoc-plugin</artifactId>
</plugin>
<plugin>
<groupId>org.codehaus.mojo</groupId>
<artifactId>cobertura-mavenplugin</artifactId>
</plugin>
<plugin>
<groupId>org.codehaus.mojo</groupId>
<artifactId>taglist-maven-plugin</artifactId>
<configuration>
<tags>
<tag>TODO</tag>
<tag>FIXME</tag>
<tag>@todo</tag>
</tags>
</configuration>
</plugin>
</plugins>
</reporting>

Run mvn site and browse to the
newly formed documentation. Figure
2 shows the basic coverage test. Figure
3 shows a more complex real-life coverage test for part of Sakai. The green
marking for line numbers 9 and 13 are
the places where code has been
touched by running the tests.
Normally red is used for the
untouched lines and yellow for lines
that have been partially acted out.
As a rule of thumb, if you are not
getting coverage at or greater than
50%, you should be concerned.
www.stpmag.com •
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With the use of archetypes and the
addition of a few extra lines of XML
configuration, it’s possible to build the
basis of a project that runs unit tests,
measures the tests coverage, generates
Java doc and reports back on a project
todo list. This takes less than five minutes and can be used to improve Java
projects large and small.

F

If you are involved in a large and
changing Java project and want to
sleep well at night, I recommend tools
like Maven and JUnit and a good
sprinkling of coverage reporting. ý
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How do you use unit testing in your daily work?
When I am developing new code, I follow a test-driven approach. I
write my APIs first, then stub out the implementation, then write the
tests, then run them (I will explain why this is important), and finally
write the implementation. Then I adjust the implementation until it
passes the tests. Running the tests after writing them is critical. You
need to make sure none of them pass. If some of your tests pass with
a stub implementation, then something is almost surely wrong with
your test.This works just fine if you have no APIs since you just create
the stub methods (i.e., empty methods with default returns) and then
write your unit tests based on that. I find it helps to document your
methods before you write your tests also. Just like writing the tests, it
forces you to think about what the method should do in detail before
you write any of the code.
I also use unit testing when I maintain code or fix issues. I create a new
test method (or just add a section to an existing one with a comment)
to verify and document the issue before trying to fix it. Once I am sure
my test is failing in the way documented in the issue, I fix the issue and
then make sure my test passes. As a convention, I tend to put the URL
to the issue tracker in a comment above the test method.

How practical is the use of mock objects?
Not having to create mock objects was one of the main reasons I created the test-runner (see: http://confluence.sakaiproject.org/confluence/display/SAKDEV/Test+Runner). My opinion is that mocking up
services and objects outside your control can be problematic for a few
reasons:
Mocking up services is problematic, time-consuming, and difficult to do
correctly and therefore is a barrier to writing tests.
Creating all the mock objects needed by code that has many singleton/service dependencies can take hours (or days), time which a developer better spends on writing actual code or tests.
The mock objects cannot completely emulate the real thing and code
that may work when tested against a mock object can actually fail
when run in a real system. I create mocks for simple use cases and
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when I want to test a particular aspect of my code, however, I
generally avoid them whenever I can. My rule of thumb is that I give
up on the mock objects for a test when I have spent longer writing the
mocks than I spent writing the test. Then I just use test-runner to run
the tests

Can you say anything about the live test runner in Sakai?
Test-runner is a small test framework, which allows a developer to
write tests and mark them as a type (load, validation, integration)
which can then be executed manually or automatically inside a running
Sakai system. A few of us found we were spending far too long
attempting to mock up Sakai services and then making mistakes in
those mocks because we did not (could not) account for edge cases or
undocumented functionality. These services had too many dependencies; we were trapped in mock writing hell. The solution was to create
a test system, which could run inside a system where all the services
had started up and were running. This also allowed us to write tests to
validate data in our own services and to test the load of very specific
parts of the system. We also added some support for Sakai-specific
needs and java annotations in our tests. Currently, work is being done
to integrate test-runner with the Sakai test harness so that it is possible to run tests in Maven, Eclipse, and inside a running Sakai system.
Are there any hints or tips that you would like to share with the
readership?
When writing your tests, I would recommend you use a positive-negative-exception approach. Let’s use an example of a method, which is
designed to delete an item from a database. First, write the tests to
check exactly what you think your method should be doing. Make sure
you can remove an item or two from the database. Then write tests to
check a negative result like a null or a 0 return. In the current example, you would probably check that deleting an item, which does not
exist, does not cause a failure. Finally, write tests to check for exceptions, for example, you should check to make sure that the tested code
throws an IllegalArgumentException when inputting a null to the
remove item method.
Writing good tests is like writing good code. Use the same practices for
both or your tests can become a liability. For example, use constants
instead of hardcoded strings. Avoid “insider testing,” don’t look at the
code of the method you are testing, just use the comments for the
method and the signature to determine your tests, when writing tests
for existing code.

Which book is your favorite for this field?
I am not a heavy paper reader and tend to do all my reading
electronically. I find Wikipedia a great reference for test-driven development and testing in general:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Test-driven_development
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By Robert Walsh and Megan Sumrell

gile approaches to software development are rapidly becoming
mainstream, leaving serial methodolgies such as Waterfall in

Photograph by Bonita Hein

A

their wake. But much of agile’s momentum comes from the development side
of the house. Some testers remain skeptical that agile can successfully deliver
quality products. This is due in part to
the ways some in the agile community
describe and promote agile approaches.
In addition, some organizations have
jumped on the agile bandwagon and
claim to be “doing agile” without truly
incorporating the core principles and
beliefs. This leads to confusion over
what agile really is, and, when projects
in those environments fail, observers
Robert Walsh and Megan Sumrell are agile
experts, employed seperately at software consultancies.
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are quick to cite them as real-world
examples of the deficiencies with agile.
However, it is possible to do rigorous
and thorough testing in environments
built around evolutionary development
and iterative deliverables. It is possible
to integrate any form of testing an
organization sees as valuable into an
agile process. Testing in an agile environment should focus on combining
the tests, the person or persons doing
the testing, and the testing infrastructure in ways that maximize the use of
these resources to provide the most
extensive coverage possible.

Tester Activities in Agile
In more classical environments, QA is

often seen as the gatekeeper standing
at the end of the development phase
to pass judgment on the product.
When development falls behind, testing generally is cut short. Agile
addresses this issue by making QA an
integral part of each iteration. Instead
of waiting on the other side of the wall
for development to toss over the product, testers work side-by-side with
developers, business analysts, and customers to ensure that quality is maintained in the product as it evolves.

Defining Acceptance Criteria
Think back for a moment to the projects you have been on (or may currently be on). Have you ever opened a
defect and sent it to a developer only
to have it sent back with a note that
says “Not a bug—Functions as
AUGUST 2008

Product Owner may not have thought
about, and they almost always identify
alternate workflows that expose exceptional cases. Through this collaboration, the acceptance criteria is refined
and expanded. This, in turn, decreases
the possibility that different members
of the team will interpret the requirements differently.
When you spend the time to clearly
define the acceptance criteria—often in
the form of tests—before you start development, the testers and developers are
less likely to misinterpret anything.

Automated Functional Testing

With Agile
Methods On The
Table, Early
Involvement Can
Keep Testers
From Getting
Knocked Around
AUGUST 2008

designed” or something similar? You
bring in the analyst that wrote the
requirements only to find out that
both you and the developer interpreted the requirements differently than
what the analyst really meant. Sadly,
both the code and the test cases are
actually wrong.
On agile projects, the first thing
that the testers do helps to alleviate
this problem. At the start of each iteration, the testers work with the team to
ensure that the acceptance criteria is
defined for each story. This happens
before anyone starts writing code.
Usually, the Product Owner and/or
business analysts take the first pass at
defining the acceptance criteria, and
the testers work with them as soon as
possible afterwards to refine the criteria. Testers often ask questions that the

Test automation plays a significant
role on agile projects. Without
automation, it often is impossible to
complete regression testing during
each iteration. Once the team has
defined the acceptance criteria, the
testers focus on getting the criteria
under automation while the developers build it. This happens simultaneously and with constant collaboration
between developers and testers.
Developers and testers should be
talking all the time about test automation. When developers understand what
the testers are trying to automate before
they write the code, they are able to
build testability into the application.
Most traditional test teams struggle
to get tests automated during the iteration. This is due in part to the tools
they may be using for automation.
GUI-based automation tools, for example, make automating during the
sprint very challenging. However, if
the bulk of the automated tests are
written directly against the business
layer, and GUI-based testing tools are
www.stpmag.com •
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FIG. 1: THERE HAS TO BE A SPRINT

Code Stories for Sprint 1

Sprint 1

Code Stories for Sprint 2

Code Stories for Sprint 3

Regression Tests Sprint 1

Regression Tests Sprint 2

Sprint 2

used only to automate GUI-dependent
functions, then early automation
becomes very achievable.

Exploratory/Manual Testing
Some teams focus so much on automation that they forget about manual and
exploratory testing. However, manual
testing is critical and should never be
passed over, even on agile projects.
Manual and automated tests are
designed to accomplish different
objectives. Manual tests are intended
to uncover undesirable behavior in the
application that is not covered by the
acceptance criteria. Manual testing
should not be used to verify that the
“happy path” scenarios are working—
those should be automated.
Automated tests that are run as
part of the continuous integration
efforts help to ensure that the system
works as defined in the user stories
and acceptance criteria. This frees up
the testers to focus their manual
exploratory testing time on “what-if”
scenarios. What if the user clicks that
button five times? What if I don’t follow the common workflow? What if I
enter some bizarre data? What if I do
that thing that everyone says “no user
would ever do?”
When developers write automated
unit tests to verify discrete functions
and automated acceptance tests are run
regularly to verify expected integrated
behaviors, professional testers should
be better able to focus on how the application responds when presented with
the interesting and the unexpected.

Sprint 3

formance part of the acceptance criteria ensures that development understands the expectations as well as it
gives the testers something concrete on
which to base one or more test cases. If

Instead of finding that the product
performs below expectations only
near the target release date, we ensure
the product performs at or above
expectations as it evolves. If it
suddenly fails the performance tests,
development knows what changes are
likely to have caused the bottleneck.
Performance testing on agile teams
is usually handled in one of two ways.
Some teams have performance test
engineers that work one sprint behind
the rest of the team. Other teams have
engineers that are able to complete
performance testing during the sprint.
Both strategies can work. Wherever
possible though, performance testing
should be completed during the sprint
because the product is potentially
shippable only after the performance
testing has been completed.

Agile Testing with Legacy Projects

•
Wherever possible,
performance testing
should be completed
during the sprint.

•
performance tests can be defined and
made part of the testing that occurs in
each iteration, then a baseline can be
established against which the application can be measured.

Much of the agile literature focuses on
how to apply agile principles on greenfield projects. In these situations, testing “hooks” can be installed in the
product from the very beginning. This
makes life easier for the testers
because the application is designed to
be testable. The code tends to be more
modular, and it often better supports
automation efforts.
One challenge most teams face
when working on legacy projects is
how to complete full regression testing
in each sprint. This becomes
especially difficult if you are a tester
on a team that has years of legacy code
with thousands of manual regression
tests to manage. How in the world can
your team transition to an agile environment if it takes weeks, maybe
months to manually regression-test
your application? It seems impossible

FIG. 2: DISCIPLES LEAD HIM IN

Code Stories for Sprint 1

Code Stories for Sprint 3

Code Stories for Sprint 2

Regression Test Application
Test Stories for Sprint 1

Test Stories for Sprint 2

Sprint 1

Sprint 2

Test Stories for Sprint 3

Performance Testing
As with functional requirements, stories should be written to define nonfunctional requirements such as performance expectations. Making per-
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Hardening Sprint

Sprint 3
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to deliver potentially shippable software at the end of your two- or fourweek iteration due to the
overwhelming manual
regression testing suite
that you have.

Working One
Iteration Behind

With everyone
testing, the
entire team is
working together
toward the
same goal of
completing the
regression tests.

Often times, teams will try
to handle this by having
the testers work one
sprint or iteration behind
the developers. The
developers will write unit
tests and code for the stories they committed to in
the planning meeting.
The entire sprint is spent
developing. Then, the
developers hand over the
product to the test team,
and they test the stories in
the next sprint (see
Figure 1). While the
testers test the last sprint,
the developers start working on the next one.
This approach introduces several challenges
to the team:
• You don’t know if you have potentially shippable product at the end
of the iteration and it’s hard to
gauge when a potentially shippable
product exists.
• As defects are found, none of the
developers are able to work on
them because they have to complete the work to which they committed for the current sprint. The
team starts to accumulate a growing bug backlog that often leads
to a “bug-fix sprint.”
• The test team may not complete
testing during the allotted time
and can fall even farther behind
than just one sprint.
• The team rarely makes any headway automating the regression
suite, and the team rarely gets out
of this “test last” cycle.
When testing takes place one sprint
behind, it’s important to ensure that
everyone in the organization understands that each sprint is not producing a potentially shippable product.

The Hardening Sprint
Rather than having your test team
working one sprint behind, implement a hardening sprint to complete
AUGUST 2008
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your regression testing before you ship
or release your software (see Figure
2). During the hardening
sprint, the entire team
works together to execute
the manual regression
tests. This means that the
developers,
Product
Owner, analysts, testers,
etc. are all executing
those tests.
Why should the entire
team do this? With everyone testing, the developers will not get ahead of
the testing team. The
entire team is working
together toward the same
goal of completing the
regression tests.
After executing days of
manual tests, the developers will likely be more
motivated to work with
the testers to get the
regression suite automated as much as possible so
they don’t have to do
more manual testing.
This will improve the
overall “testability” of the
application.
With more people executing manual test scripts, you will be able to get
through them faster. This, in turn, will
give testers more time for important
exploratory testing.

•

Handling Defects And Test Failures
Even in environments with lots of testing,
defects still happen. They may be the
result of misunderstandings and miscommunications, or they may represent
undiscovered requirements, either functional or non-functional. Whether these
represent defects in the classical sense
may be a subject for debate, but they do
represent areas where the customer is
not being satisfied.
Because agile thrives on feedback
and strives to adapt to change, it is natural for the customer to “remember”
something during one of the product
demonstrations that occur at the end
of each iteration. Further, the customer may have certain implicit and
unstated assumptions about the application that shape his or her expectations. Finally, tests may be written
incorrectly, and a faulty test virtually
guarantees a faulty application.
When defects are discovered, a

decision must be made about how and
when to address them.

Defects Discovered in the
Same Iteration
If the defect is discovered in the same
iteration as the story to which it is
related, the testers and the developers
should work together to fix the defect
as part of the same iteration. The story
is likely to be fresh in the minds of the
developers, and the testers probably
have the necessary infrastructure to
quickly verify the fix once it has been
implemented. Any effort invested to
address the defect should be incorpo-

T

HE AGILE MANIFESTO
Agile development practices have been
around for more than a decade. In
2001, the Agile Manifesto was written
and states the following:
“We are uncovering better ways of
developing software by doing it and
helping others do it. Through this work
we have come to value:
• Individuals and interactions over
processes and tools
• Working software over comprehensive
documentation
• Customer collaboration over contract
negotiation
• Responding to change over following a
plan
That is, while there is value in the items
on the right, we value the items on the
left more.”
Agile methods are adaptive rather than
process-heavy and predictive. Agile
teams are composed of people from different disciplines—development, QA,
documentation, business, etc.—who
work in a collaborative way that allows
them to not only accommodate change,
but to welcome it.
There are several agile development
methods including Scrum, Extreme
Programming, Crystal Clear and
Feature Driven Development. No matter
which method the agile team uses, they
all work in iterations with a goal to have
a bug-free, potentially shippable product
at the end of each iteration. This
potentially shippable software is the primary measure of progress for the team.
Source: agilemanifesto.org

www.stpmag.com •
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rated into the overall effort to implement the feature. The story should not
be considered complete until the
defect has been addressed.

Defects in Later Iterations
(including a Hardening Sprint)
Sometimes, a defect is not uncovered
until later in the project’s life cycle.
When this happens, it almost always
indicates that no appropriate test case
exists. After all, if such a test case did
exist when the feature was tested soon
after being implemented, the bug
would have been caught then. In these
cases, a new story should be written to
address the defect. The story should
then be prioritized by the customer
and scheduled appropriately. In agile,
the customer decides whether
resources should be allocated to additional functionality or to fixing a
defect. It becomes a business decision
based on risk and value.

Creating New Tests for Defects
Regardless of when the defect is
found, the team should ensure that
tests (both unit and functional) exist
to expose it. If these test cases can be
automated, then it may be possible to
remove the manual regression tests
that uncovered the defect. Further, the
team gains confidence that the defect
will not be reintroduced when the tests
are running regularly within the continuous integration environment.
One of the major challenges to software teams is knowing how to handle
changing requirements. Traditional
processes such as Waterfall try to solve
this problem by putting time and effort
up-front to define all of the requirements before development starts.
However, this approach rarely works.
Once the end users have an application
in their hands, they often need to
change or refine the requirements.
Agile methodologies handle change
by working in small iterations, typically
lasting two to four weeks. Each iteration
focuses on delivering small pieces of complete functionality to the customer. At the
end of each iteration, the team demonstrates the product for the customer and
gathers feedback. This helps to ensure
that the customer is satisfied with the
application as it evolves. Generally, the
team holds a short retrospective to
inspect the processes and practices they
are using and adapts them as needed to
continually improve.
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GILE MYTH-PERCEPTIONS
Agile is often misunderstood. Agile proponents sometimes make bold and radical
statements about what agile is and what it can deliver. Agile, though, is not new; the
principles behind agile methodologies have existed for many years. In fact, Dr.
Winston Royce’s paper entitled “Managing the Development of Large Software
Systems,” which is often cited as the foundation for the Waterfall approach to software
development, actually describes an iterative approach where the analysis, design, coding, and testing phases occur so frequently that they become inseparable.
Myth #1: Agile doesn’t test
We’re doing agile, so we don’t test our software. We have the world’s best developers, and they
write perfect code all the time. They talk to the customers, go away and work their magic, and
deliver perfect product at the end of the iteration. Just to be sure, though, they give the product to
the customers, and the customers verify that it meets their needs.
This simply isn’t true. Agile does test. In fact, agile methodologies strive to fully integrate the testing efforts with the development efforts, they try to begin testing as early
in the development life cycle as possible, and they test the product continuously as it
evolves.
Myth #2: Agile doesn’t need testers
Well, of course we test. But all of our testing is done by our developers and our customers.
Customers know what they want, and developers know how the system works. Therefore, we don’t
need dedicated, professional testers.
This resembles the way agile is sometimes described to those who are unfamiliar with
it. In addition, some agile adopters have attempted to implement what is described
above. Most find, though, that it doesn’t work. Instead, they find that testers play an
essential role in agile environments.
Myth #3: There’s no place in Agile for manual testing
Our developers write unit tests to prove the modules work, and these unit tests are run every time
the software is built. To ensure the modules work well together, the developers work with the customers to write acceptance tests. These tests are automated, and they, too, are run regularly.
Testers are valuable to help us define corner cases and to ensure that we’ve covered all of the
expected and exceptional cases through the software, but we can automate all of our tests.
Unit tests and acceptance tests exist primarily to verify proper functionality, not to
expose undesired functionality. Exploring the unexpected is what professional testers
do well. They know how to poke and prod an application in ways that developers
don’t, and they can simulate unusual user actions within a workflow in ways that are
difficult to automate. Both automated and manual testing have their places in agile
environments.
Myth #4: Agile requires a public release with each iteration
We build our software in two-week iterations, and every two weeks, we release the product to our
customers.
While there is nothing wrong with being able to deliver high quality product in very
short cycles, many customers simply are not interested in getting new product that
frequently. The goal of agile is not necessarily to release the product at the end of
each iteration. Instead, the aim is to have a product that could be released. Agile sometimes uses the term “potentially shippable” to describe the product as it should be at
the end of each iteration. This allows the business to make a decision about when to
release based on the value the application can deliver. If each iteration results in an
application with completed, tested features, then subsequent iterations are not constrained by the need to finish any work in progress.

Having potentially shippable product at the end of each iteration allows
the business to make value-based decisions about when to release. Further, it

allows the business to retain flexibility
in the future direction of the product.
Those are among the many benefits of
agile development. ý
AUGUST 2008

magine a scenario in
which your application
is suddenly expected to scale
several times its current

I

volume. With commercial load
testing products costing anywhere from US$25,000 to
upwards of $100,000, it can be
cost prohibitive to verify that an
application will scale. What
other options do you have? The
answer could be open source
libraries, which can be quickly
integrated to construct tools
that fit your needs.
Automated testing of Web
AUGUST 2008

applications has always been
challenging and it’s important
to be aware of recent innovations in this space. Various
unit testing frameworks allow
developers to create simple
tests that simulate users exercising system functionality.
Incorporating these tools into
a regression testing process
will save you time and money.
For example, you may
never know if your application
Philip Kedy is a software architect at IT consultancy CapTech
Ventures.
www.stpmag.com •
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FREE LOAD TESTING

is executing an expensive SQL query
repeatedly if you aren’t keeping tabs
on what the code is doing. What happens when that same query executes
against several million rows in production versus only a few hundred in the
development environment? How will
unit tests help identify these performance or scalability issues? I will
describe a simple strategy for garnering performance statistics and bringing issues to light before they create a
production incident or negatively
impact the business.
Finally, how can you test if a system
will scale? Load tests are basically the
execution of unit tests running
concurrently while tracking vital statistics. I will highlight some useful APIs
that you can use to assemble a load
testing application. I will not discuss
how to integrate all the various moving
parts. Instead I want to arm you with
concepts, simple examples and
enough initial momentum to achieve a
solution to fit the needs of your organization.

Unit Testing Frameworks
Traditionally, unit testing frameworks
have been used by developers to
ensure that their software components
satisfy the functional requirements.
Until recently, unit testing tools for
end-to-end testing of Web application
interfaces have been largely absent.
Now that they are available we will
look at how to properly leverage them.
The first step is to create recordings of
a customer using the application.
There are two recording approaches:
Using a browser plug-in that records
user interactions and using proxies to
record raw HTTP data sent to the Web
server. Both of these approaches have
advantages and disadvantages.
Recording user interactions using a
browser plug-in is an solid approach
because it requires significantly less
time to construct. Available tools
include Selenium (http://selenium
.openqa.org/), Watir (http://wtr.rubyforge.org/) / Watij (http://watij.com
/), and TestGen4Web, (http://developer.spikesource.com/wiki/index.php/
Projects:TestGen4Web) and sometimes
are referred to as “browser IDEs.” A
toolbar allows the user to start and
stop recording their interactions. Each
input-field value and interface control
clicked is logged. When the recording
is completed the plug-in allows you to
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export the interactions to a file. You
can even playback the recording within the browser.
When using the Selenium or
Watir/Watij frameworks to replay a
recording as a stand-alone unit test, a
Web browser is instantiated. This can
be considered ideal for functional testing. If the browser can run your recording successfully then the app should
also work for your customers using that
browser. However, while they give a
strong indication that your Web application is functional, these “record and
playback” frameworks pose a real problem for load testing. You will probably
run out of available memory and processing power before you reach your
target volume. While Selenium provides a “remote control” architecture,
allowing you to execute test cases from
several machines, it is troublesome and
complicated. Stay away from these
frameworks unless you are solely interested in functional testing.
The more versatile is TestGen4Web,
which supports playback of Web sites
with complex JavaScript and Ajax
functionality. The TestGen4Web translator allows recordings to be exported
to several formats. Currently the developers of TestGen4Web are working
toward a translator that will convert a
recording into a unit test for HtmlUnit
(http://htmlunit.sourceforge.net), a
unit testing framework for Web applications. Rather than depending on a
Web browser like IE, Firefox or Safari,
HtmlUnit acts as its own browser. It
provides an API for invoking pages,
traversing the Document Object
Model, filling out forms, clicking links,
and more.
HtmlUnit provides fairly good
JavaScript support and is what makes
this framework invaluable. Web applications are becoming more and more
dynamic. Functionality may execute
when a button is clicked or specific
form field condition is met. Most
other Web testing frameworks cannot
handle this and are therefore unable
to exercise 100 percent of your application. If you are developing an application from scratch you might even
use HtmlUnit to verify that your
JavaScript is well-formed and executes
cleanly. Because HtmlUnit extends
JUnit, it can also be utilized in a continuous integration configuration.
Continuous integration is a development practice that promotes frequent

integrations and automated builds.
Tests such as the HtmlUnit tests I’ve
described detect errors. Below is an
example of the human readability of
HtmlUnit unit tests.
LISTING 1
import java.util.List;
import junit.framework.TestCase;
import
com.gargoylesoftware.htmlunit.WebClient;
import
com.gargoylesoftware.htmlunit.html.HtmlAn
chor;
import
com.gargoylesoftware.htmlunit.html.HtmlFo
rm;
import
com.gargoylesoftware.htmlunit.html.HtmlPa
ge;
import
com.gargoylesoftware.htmlunit.html.HtmlSu
bmitInput;
import
com.gargoylesoftware.htmlunit.html.HtmlTex
tInput;
/**
* A sample HtmlUnit test case
*/
public class HtmlUnitTest extends TestCase {
/**
* Executes a search for “HtmlUnit” on
Google.
*
* @throws Exception when the test fails
*/
public void testUserInteraction() throws
Exception {
WebClient webClient = new
WebClient();
HtmlPage page = null;
/*
* Get the initial google search
page
*/
page = (HtmlPage)
webClient.getPage(“http://www.google.com”
);
assertEquals(“Google title not
found”, “Google”, page.getTitleText());
/*
* Submit a search for
“HtmlUnit”
*/
HtmlForm searchForm =
page.getFormByName(“f”);
final HtmlTextInput searchInput =
(HtmlTextInput) searchForm
.getInputByName(“q”);
final HtmlSubmitInput
submitButton = (HtmlSubmitInput)
searchForm
.getInputByName(“btnG”);
searchInput.setValueAttribute(“HtmlUnit”);
page = (HtmlPage)
submitButton.click();
assertEquals(“Google title not
found”, “HtmlUnit - Google Search”, page
.getTitleText());
/*
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* Find the first response anchor
tag and make sure it is a link to
* the HtmlUnit web page.
*/
final List<? extends Object> found
= page
.getByXPath(“/html/body/div[@id=’res’]/div[
1]/div[1]/h2[1]/a[1]”);
assertTrue(“Matching result not
found”, found != null
&& found.size() >
0);
final HtmlAnchor anchor =
(HtmlAnchor) found.get(0);
assertEquals(“Expected search
result not found”,
“http://htmlunit.sourceforge.net/”,
anchor.getHrefAttribute());
/*
* Finally, click the page.
*/
page = (HtmlPage) anchor.click();
assertEquals(“HtmlUnit title not

import com.meterware.httpunit.WebForm;
import com.meterware.httpunit.WebLink;
import com.meterware.httpunit.WebRequest;
import
com.meterware.httpunit.WebResponse;
import
com.meterware.httpunit.cookies.CookiePrope
rties;
public class ProfileTest extends TestCase {
static {

Using proxies to record raw HTTP
traffic is a bit more difficult. I would first
try adding a module to the application
that logs each HTTP request. This can
be implemented as a servlet filter in
Java/J2EE or as a class that implements
IHttpModule in .NET. If this cannot be
accomplished, you can use Microsoft
Fiddler under Windows or something
like HTTP::Proxy. From here you will
need to construct a custom utility that
will convert the log to a test. Obviously
there is a potential to spend more time
implementing this approach, but it’s a
guaranteed way to generate load if your
application doesn’t respond well to
HtmlUnit’s browser simulation functionality. Here is an example using
HttpUnit that is similar to the example
above. HttpUnit’s API makes it easy to
use the request/response approach of a
proxy recording.
LISTING 2
import java.net.URL;
import junit.framework.TestCase;
import org.xml.sax.SAXException;
import
com.meterware.httpunit.GetMethodWebRequ
est;
import
com.meterware.httpunit.HttpUnitOptions;
import
com.meterware.httpunit.PostMethodWebReq
uest;
import
com.meterware.httpunit.WebConversation;
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.getClientProperties()
.setUserAgent(
“Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0;
Windows NT 5.1; SV1;)”);
conversation.getClientProperties().setAccept
Cookies(true);

HttpUnitOptions.setScriptingEnabled(false);
HttpUnitOptions.setExceptionsThrownOnErr
orStatus(false);
CookieProperties.setPathMatchingStrict(fals
e);
CookieProperties.setDomainMatchingStrict(f
alse);
}
/**
* Tests a proxy generated code approach
*
* @throws Exception
*/
public void testProxy() throws Exception

found”,
“HtmlUnit Welcome to HtmlUnit”, page.getTitleText());
}
}

WebConversation conversation =
new WebConversation();
conversation

{
WebConversation conversation =
getConversation();
WebRequest request = null;
WebResponse response = null;
request = new
GetMethodWebRequest(“http://www.google.
com”);
response =
conversation.getResponse(request);
assertEquals(“Google title not
found”, “Google”, response.getTitle());
request =
getRequestFromForm(response, “f”);
request.setParameter(“q”,
“HttpUnit”);
response =
conversation.getResponse(request);
assertEquals(“Google title not
found”, “HttpUnit - Google Search”,
response.getTitle());
WebLink link =
response.getLinkWith(“HttpUnit Home”);
assertNotNull(“Link to HttpUnit
not found”, link);
response = link.click();
// — This would also work —
// request = new
GetMethodWebRequest(link.getURLString()
);
// response =
conversation.getResponse(request);
assertEquals(“HttpUnit title not
found”, “HttpUnit Home”, response
.getTitle());
}
/**
* Creates a new web conversation
*
* @return a new web conversation
*/
private WebConversation
getConversation() {

conversation.getClientProperties().setAutoRe
direct(true);
conversation.getClientProperties().setAccept
Gzip(true);
conversation.getClientProperties().setIframe
Supported(true);
return conversation;
}
/**
* Handles creating a web request based
on a form in a response. All input
* elements from the response will be
added to the request automatically.
* This way the test code only needs to
focus on what values to change.
*
* @param response
*
The web response
* @param formName
*
The form name
* @return The new web request
* @throws SAXException
*
when the form cannot be
found
*/
private WebRequest
getRequestFromForm(WebResponse
response, String formName)
throws SAXException {
if (formName == null)
throw new
IllegalArgumentException(“Form name
must be provided”);
WebForm form =
response.getFormWithName(formName);
WebRequest request = null;
URL url = response.getURL();
StringBuffer sb = new
StringBuffer();
if
(form.getAction().startsWith(“/”)) {
sb.append(url.getProtocol());
sb.append(“://”);
sb.append(url.getHost());
if (url.getPort() > 0) {
sb.append(“:”);
sb.append(url.getPort());
}
sb.append(form.getAction());
}
String action = sb.toString();
if
(“POST”.equalsIgnoreCase(form.getMethod
())) {
request = new
PostMethodWebRequest(action);
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} else {
request = new
GetMethodWebRequest(action);
}
String parameterNames[] =
form.getParameterNames();
for (String parameterName :
parameterNames) {
request.setParameter(parameterName, form
.getParameterValues(parameterName));
}
return request;
}
}

based on the current load level
*/
public class ConcurrentUserExecutor implements Executor {
private Log logger =
LogFactory.getLog(ConcurrentUserExecutor.
class);
private ExecutionContext context;
private PooledExecutor executor;
private boolean alive = true;
/**
* Runs use cases until signaled to stop
*/
public void run() {
if (context == null ||
context.getUseCases() == null) {
throw new
IllegalStateException(“Context is null or
invalid”);
}

From Unit Testing to Load Testing
If you’ve succeeded this far, you’ve
cleared the toughest hurdle; you’ve created HtmlUnit unit tests that exercise
your application code. To take the next
step, you need to create an algorithm
that generates load by executing these
unit tests. The way your organization
quantifies usage statistics will help you
decide how to generate load. For example, a simple and traditional approach
is to throttle the number of concurrent
users. Alternatively you could base your
algorithm on the number of transactions in a static timeframe. These concepts are probably well known to software testers, but in the absence of a
load testing tool, you’ll have to implement them yourself.
The “concurrent-user” and “transactions-over-time” approaches are
implemented differently, but both
algorithms should account for the percentage distribution of each unit test.
In other words, they’ll determine how
often or how many times each unit test
is executed during the load test.
Additionally, the load test may accelerate and decelerate the amount of traffic it sends to the application. Here are
some very basic examples of the two
approaches I’ve described.
LISTING 3
import java.util.Hashtable;
import java.util.List;
import java.util.Map;
import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;
import
org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;
import
EDU.oswego.cs.dl.util.concurrent.PooledExe
cutor;
/**
* Execute a number of concurrent use cases
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if (executor == null) {
throw new
IllegalStateException(
“You must
call setCurrentLoadLevel before running”);
}
Map<UseCase, UseCaseUsage>
usageMap = getUseCaseUsageMap(context
.getUseCases());
while (alive) {
executeNextUseCase(usageMap);
}
}
/**
* Executes the next use case
*
* @param useCases
*
The list of use cases
* @param usageMap
*
The usage case usage map
*/
private void
executeNextUseCase(Map<UseCase,
UseCaseUsage> usageMap) {
UseCase useCaseToRun =
getNextUseCase(usageMap);
try {
if (alive) {
executor.execute(new
UseCaseRunner(useCaseToRun));
}
} catch (InterruptedException e) {
logger.error(“Could not
execute runner”, e);
}
}
/**
* Returns the next use case to run by
using distribution and level
*
* @param usageMap
*
The use case usage map
* @return the next use case to run
*/
private UseCase
getNextUseCase(Map<UseCase,
UseCaseUsage> usageMap) {
UseCase useCaseToRun = null;
UseCaseUsage usageToRun = null;

double lowestUsage =
999999999;
// Find the next use case to run
for (UseCase useCase :
usageMap.keySet()) {
UseCaseUsage
useCaseUsage = usageMap.get(useCase);
if (useCaseUsage.level <
lowestUsage) {
lowestUsage =
useCaseUsage.level;
useCaseToRun =
useCase;
usageToRun =
useCaseUsage;
}
}
// Update the usage levels
usageToRun.level +=
usageToRun.increase;
for (UseCaseUsage
usageToUpdate : usageMap.values()) {
usageToUpdate.level -=
lowestUsage;
}
return useCaseToRun;
}
/**
* Returns a map of use cases to their
usage levels
*
* @param useCases
*
The list of use cases
* @return a map of use cases to their
usage levels
*/
private Map<UseCase, UseCaseUsage>
getUseCaseUsageMap(List<UseCase>
useCases) {
Map<UseCase, UseCaseUsage>
usage = new Hashtable<UseCase,
UseCaseUsage>();
double totalDistribution = 0;
for (UseCase useCase : useCases) {
totalDistribution +=
useCase.getDistribution();
}
for (UseCase useCase : useCases) {
UseCaseUsage
useCaseUsage = new UseCaseUsage();
useCaseUsage.increase =
totalDistribution
/
useCase.getDistribution();
useCaseUsage.level = 0;
usage.put(useCase,
useCaseUsage);
}
return usage;
}
/**
* Called externally by the load test
process to set the current load level
*
* @param loadLevel
*
The load level to set
*/
public void
setCurrentLoadLevel(LoadLevel loadLevel) {
if (executor == null) {
executor = new
PooledExecutor(1);
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executor.waitWhenBlocked();
}

import
org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

/*
* In this case
loadLevel.getValue() returns the total number of
* concurrent users.
*/
float usersPerAgent =
loadLevel.getValue() /
context.getTotalAgents();
int lastSize = 0;
int i = 0;
int agentUsers = 0;

/**
* Execute a fixed number of use cases over
time based on the current load level
*/
public class TransactionCountExecutor
implements Executor {
private Log logger =
LogFactory.getLog(TransactionCountExecut
or.class);

for (int j = 1; j <=
context.getAgentNumber(); j++) {
float scale = (++i) *
usersPerAgent;
int thisNum = (int) scale lastSize;
lastSize += thisNum;
agentUsers = thisNum;
}
logger.info(“Setting agent concurrent users to “ + agentUsers + “ of “
+
context.getTotalAgents());
executor.setMaximumPoolSize(agentUsers);
}
/**
* Called externally by the load test
process to set the execution context
*
* @param executionContext
*
The execution context to set
*/
public void
setExecutionContext(ExecutionContext
executionContext) {
context = executionContext;
}
/**
* Signals the executor to stop
*/
public void stopExecuting() {
alive = false;
}
/**
* Keeps track of use case usage
*/
private class UseCaseUsage {
private double increase;
private double level;
}
}

The concurrent user’s algorithm is
concise and straightforward. It uses a
thread pool to ensure that there are an
exact number of unit tests running. The
thread pool is simply resized to handle a
changing number of concurrent users.
LISTING 4
import java.util.Hashtable;
import java.util.List;
import java.util.Map;
import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;
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private ExecutionContext context;
private LoadLevel currentLoadLevel;
private Map<UseCase,
PlannedExecution> executionMap = new
Hashtable<UseCase, PlannedExecution>();
private Object locker = new Object();
private boolean alive = true;
/**
* Runs use cases until signaled to stop
*/
public void run() {
if (context == null ||
context.getUseCases() == null)
throw new
IllegalStateException(“Context is null or
invalid”);
if (currentLoadLevel == null)
throw new
IllegalStateException(
“You must
call setCurrentLoadLevel before running”);
while (alive) {
NextExecution
nextExecution = getNextExecution();
if
(nextExecution.plannedExecution == null
||
nextExecution.useCase == null)
continue;
try {
boolean wasAwoken
= sleepUntilTimeToExecute(nextExecution);
if (wasAwoken)
continue;

executeNextUseCase(nextExecution);
} catch
(InterruptedException e) {
logger.error(“Could
not execute runner”, e);
}
}
}
/**
* Gets the next use case execution
*
* @return the next use case execution
*/
private NextExecution
getNextExecution() {
NextExecution nextExecution =
new NextExecution();
nextExecution.time =
System.currentTimeMillis() + 999999999;
for (UseCase useCase :
executionMap.keySet()) {
PlannedExecution planned

= executionMap.get(useCase);
long nextExecutionTime =
planned.lastRun + planned.delay;
if (nextExecutionTime <
nextExecution.time) {
nextExecution.time
= nextExecutionTime;
nextExecution.useCase = useCase;
nextExecution.plannedExecution =
planned;
}
}
return nextExecution;
}
/**
* Sleeps until the next use case is due for
execution
*
* @param nextExecution
The next use case execution
*
* @return whether of not the sleep was
awakened by a new load level
* @throws InterruptedException
*
when the thread was interrupted
*/
private boolean
sleepUntilTimeToExecute(NextExecution
nextExecution)
throws
InterruptedException {
long sleep = nextExecution.time System.currentTimeMillis();
if (sleep > 0) {
synchronized (locker) {
locker.wait(sleep);
sleep =
nextExecution.time System.currentTimeMillis();
if (sleep > 100) {
return true;
}
}
}
return false;
}
/**
* Executes the next use case
*
* @param nextExecution
*
The next case execution data
*/
private void
executeNextUseCase(NextExecution
nextExecution) {
if (alive) {
Thread thread = new
Thread(new
UseCaseRunner(nextExecution.useCase));
thread.start();
nextExecution.plannedExecution.lastRun =
nextExecution.time;
}
}
/**
* Sets the current load level
*
* @param loadLevel
*
The load level to set
*/
public void
setCurrentLoadLevel(LoadLevel loadLevel) {
if (loadLevel == null) {
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throw new
IllegalArgumentException(“Load level must
not be null”);
}
if (context == null ||
context.getUseCases() == null) {
throw new
IllegalStateException(“Context is null or
invalid”);
}
List<UseCase> useCases = context.getUseCases();
currentLoadLevel = loadLevel;
double totalDistribution = 0;
for (UseCase useCase : useCases) {
totalDistribution +=
useCase.getDistribution();
}
for (UseCase useCase : useCases) {
double ratio =
useCase.getDistribution() / totalDistribution;
/*
* In this case
loadLevel.getValue() return the number of
* transactions to execute
in the duration.
*/
double executions = ((double) loadLevel.getValue() * ratio);
long rate = (long) ((double) loadLevel.getDuration() * 60000 / executions);
setUseCaseRate(useCase,
rate);
}
synchronized (locker) {
locker.notify();
}
}
/**
* Sets the execution rate for a use case
*
* @param useCase
*
The use case to set
* @param rate
*
The execution rate
*/
private void setUseCaseRate(UseCase
useCase, long rate) {
PlannedExecution plan = null;
if
(executionMap.containsKey(useCase)) {
plan =
executionMap.get(useCase);
} else {
plan = new
PlannedExecution();
plan.lastRun =
System.currentTimeMillis() - rate;
executionMap.put(useCase,
plan);
}
plan.delay = rate;
logger.info(“Set use case \”” +
useCase.getName()
+ “\” to execute
every “ + rate + “ms”);
}
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/**
* Called externally by the load test
process to set the execution context
*
* @param executionContext
*
The execution context to set
*/
public void
setExecutionContext(ExecutionContext
executionContext) {
this.context = executionContext;
}
/**
* Signals the executor to stop
*/
public void stopExecuting() {
alive = false;
}
/**
* Stores data about when a use case was
last run and its execution rate.
*/
private static class PlannedExecution {
private long lastRun;
private long delay;
}
/**
* Stores information about the next use
case to execute
*/
private static class NextExecution {
private UseCase useCase;
private PlannedExecution
plannedExecution;
private long time;
}
}

The code for the transactions-overtime approach is more involved. A
“delay between launch times” is calculated for each unit test. As the transactions over time ratio increases, the
delay shortens. This results in more
unit test executions and greater volume.
Aside from writing a load algorithm, you may also need to incorporate test data into your unit tests. This
is done by querying a test data repository. This can be in the form of a database, spreadsheet or text files. If this
repository is a database, I recommend
using Hibernate (www.hibernate.org)
because writing code for accessing a
database is quick.. You can create as
many queries as needed to satisfy the
needs of your unit tests. There are several Hibernate examples available on
the Web.

Gathering Load Statistics
So far, you’ve created unit tests against
your code, generated load against your
system with those unit tests and executed them as a load test while accessing a test-data repository. Now we need

to gather statistics that will determine
whether the system will perform well
under load. There are several factors
and measurements to measure while
stressing the system. They include:
• CPU and memory utilization (percent)
• Network and disk I/O
• Page hit response times and content length
• Unit test success and failure counts
These are the typical values used to
determine if your system will perform
to a service level agreement. For example, the SLA might state that page
response times should not exceed five
seconds for broadband users and 15
seconds for dial-up users and that
there should be no more than three
errors per hour. You may also impose
constraints of your own. For example
“the CPU % utilization should not stay
above 80 percent” and “the Web server
should not consume more than 50 percent of the available outbound bandwidth.”
In a typical Web application scenario, test result data is captured on
both the clients and servers. On the
client side, it is possible to manipulate
unit tests to record page-hit and unittest related data. It’s recommend to
keep unit tests clean of any timer or
auxiliary code, and to use either an
Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP)
language such as AspectJ (www
.eclipse.org/aspectj/) or a base class
to handle recording test results data.
Unit test success and failure counts
are handled by the code that launches
the unit test. If the test method throws
an exception, then increment the failure count. Otherwise increment the
success count. Here is an example
using AspectJ to automatically capture
page hit data.
LISTING 5
import
import
import
import
import

org.apache.log4j.Logger;
org.aspectj.lang.ProceedingJoinPoint;
org.aspectj.lang.annotation.Around;
org.aspectj.lang.annotation.Aspect;
org.aspectj.lang.annotation.Pointcut;

import com.gargoylesoftware.htmlunit.Page;
import
com.gargoylesoftware.htmlunit.WebResponse
;
import
com.gargoylesoftware.htmlunit.html.HtmlPa
ge;
@Aspect
public class WebClientProfilingAspect {
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private static final Logger log =
Logger.getLogger(WebClientProfilingAspect.
class);
/**
* Pointcut for getting pages
*/
@Pointcut(“execution(Page com.gargoylesoftware.htmlunit.*.getPage(String))”)
protected void getPage() {
}
/**
* Pointcut for clicking buttons
*/
@Pointcut(“execution(Page com.gargoylesoftware.htmlunit.html.ClickableElemen
t.click())”)
protected void click() {
}
/**
* Times page response time and logs the
response information
*/
@Around(“getPage() || click()”)
public Object
aroundGetPageMethods(final
ProceedingJoinPoint thisJoinPoint) throws
Throwable {
final long start, end;
start = System.nanoTime();
Page page = null;
try {
page = (Page)
thisJoinPoint.proceed();
return page;
} finally {
end = System.nanoTime();
final long duration = (end start) / 1000000;
if (page != null && page
instanceof HtmlPage) {
WebResponse
response = ((HtmlPage)
page).getWebResponse();
log.info(thisJoinPoint.getSignature().getDecl
aringType().getSimpleName() + “: “ +
response.getUrl() + “ - “ + duration + “ms,
“+
response.getLoadTimeInMilliSeconds() +
“ms, “ +
response.getResponseBody().length + “
bytes”);
}
}
}
}

On Web, application and database
servers, an additional process is needed
to record CPU, memory, network and
disk utilization. With so many different
operating systems and runtime environments, you would need to write custom
monitor code for each operating system.
Fortunately somebody has already done
this for you. SIGAR (System Information
Gatherer and Reporter) API provides a
portable interface for accessing this information and provides you with one API to
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access it. See their Web site (http://support.hyperic.com/confluence/display
/SIGAR/Home) for a full list of platforms supported.
Below is a simple example how to
leverage SIGAR for recording test data.
This handles only basic items, but can
easily be extended. For example, if you
wanted to know how much memory
your WebLogic Java process or .NET
worker processes was consuming, you
can find the process instance and interrogate it. Under Windows, you can
access the event log, registry, services,
and counters found in Microsoft’s
Performance Monitor using the
Performance Data Helper class. Search
Microsoft TechNet for useful performance counters.

if (netInt == null)
netInt = netInterface;
System.out.println(netInterface);
}
BufferedReader br = new
BufferedReader(new
InputStreamReader(System.in));
System.out
.println(“Press
enter to start capturing stats and again to
terminate.”);
br.readLine();
StatisticsThread statsThread =
new StatisticsThread();
statsThread.start();
br.readLine();
statsThread.stopRunning();
try {
statsThread.join();
} catch (InterruptedException e) {
}

LISTING 6
import java.io.BufferedReader;
import java.io.InputStreamReader;
import java.text.DecimalFormat;
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import

org.hyperic.sigar.Cpu;
org.hyperic.sigar.CpuInfo;
org.hyperic.sigar.CpuPerc;
org.hyperic.sigar.DiskUsage;
org.hyperic.sigar.Mem;
org.hyperic.sigar.NetInterfaceStat;
org.hyperic.sigar.Sigar;
org.hyperic.sigar.SigarException;

public class SigarTest {
Sigar sigar = new Sigar();
String netInt = null; // You can override
with the name of your network
// interface
String diskName = “disk0”; //
Importantant - You need to know this value.
Sigar cannot enumerate disks.
Cpu lastCpu = null;
long lastTx, lastRx;
long lastReadBytes, lastWriteBytes;
public static void main(String[] args)
throws Exception {
new SigarTest().run();
}
/**
* Allows the user to start and stop the
gathering of statistics
*
* @throws Exception
*
when gatherings statistics fails
*/
public void run() throws Exception {
CpuInfo[] cpuInfoList =
sigar.getCpuInfoList();
String[] netInterfaces =
sigar.getNetInterfaceList();

System.out.println(“Terminated”);
}
/**
* A thread class that while running displays various statistics
*/
private class StatisticsThread extends
Thread {
private boolean running = true;
private long sleepDuration =
1000;
/**
* Displays CPU, Memory.
Network, and Disk statistics
*/
public void run() {
DecimalFormat df = new
DecimalFormat(“0.00”);
initCpuStat();
initNetworkStat();
initDiskStat();
while (running) {
try {
double
cpuPerc = getCpuPrecent();
double
memPerc = getMemPercent();
long netBytes
= getNetworkBytes();
long
diskBytes = getDiskBytes();

System.out.println(“——————————
—”);

for (CpuInfo cpuInfo :
cpuInfoList) {

System.out.println(“cpu = “ +
df.format(cpuPerc) + “%”);

System.out.println(cpuInfo.toString());
}

System.out.println(“mem = “ +
df.format(memPerc) + “%”);

for (String netInterface :
netInterfaces) {

System.out.println(“net = “ + netBytes + “
bytes”);
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System.out.println(“disk = “ + diskBytes + “
bytes”);

long netBytes = (thisTx +
thisRx - lastTx - lastRx);
lastTx = thisTx;
lastRx = thisRx;

} catch (SigarException se) {
se.printStackTrace();

return netBytes;

}
}

lastWriteBytes =
diskUsage.getWriteBytes();
} catch (SigarException se) {
se.printStackTrace();
}
}

sleep();
}
}
/**
* Returns the CPU percent usage
*
* @return the CPU percent usage
* @throws SigarException
when the statistic can*
not be retrieved
*/
private double getCpuPrecent()
throws SigarException {
CpuPerc cpuPercent = null;
Cpu thisCpu =
sigar.getCpu();
if (lastCpu != null) {
cpuPercent =
CpuPerc.calculate(lastCpu, thisCpu);
} else {
cpuPercent =
sigar.getCpuPerc();
}
lastCpu = thisCpu;
return
cpuPercent.getCombined() * 100d;
}

/**
* Returns the total disk bytes
read and written
*
* @return the total disk bytes
read and written
* @throws SigarException
when the statistic can*
not be retrieved
*/
private long getDiskBytes() throws
SigarException {
DiskUsage diskUsage =
sigar.getDiskUsage(diskName);
long thisReadBytes =
diskUsage.getReadBytes();
long thisWriteBytes =
diskUsage.getWriteBytes();

lastReadBytes =
thisReadBytes;
thisWriteBytes;
return diskBytes;

usage
*
* @return the memory percent
usage
* @throws SigarException
*
when the statistic cannot be retrieved
*/
private double getMemPercent()
throws SigarException {
Mem mem =
sigar.getMem();
return (double)
mem.getActualUsed() * 100d
/ (double)
mem.getTotal();
}
/**
* Returns the total network bytes
sent and received
*
* @return the total network bytes
sent and received
* @throws SigarException
*
when the statistic cannot be retrieved
*/
private long getNetworkBytes()
throws SigarException {
NetInterfaceStat
netIntStat =
sigar.getNetInterfaceStat(netInt);
long thisTx =
netIntStat.getTxBytes();
long thisRx =
netIntStat.getRxBytes();
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/**
* Sleeps between output of statistics
*/
private void sleep() {
try {
Thread.sleep(sleepDuration);
} catch
(InterruptedException e) {
// Ignore
}

long diskBytes =
thisReadBytes + thisWriteBytes lastReadBytes
lastWriteBytes;

lastWriteBytes =
/**
* Returns the memory percent

/**
* Signals the thread to stop
*/
public void stopRunning() {
running = false;
}

}
/**
* Initialize the CPU statistics
*/
private void initCpuStat() {
lastCpu = null;
}
/**
* Initialize the network statistics
*/
private void initNetworkStat() {
try {
NetInterfaceStat
netIntStat =
sigar.getNetInterfaceStat(netInt);
lastTx =
netIntStat.getTxBytes();
lastRx =
netIntStat.getRxBytes();
} catch (SigarException se)
{
se.printStackTrace();
}
}
/**
* Initialize the disk statistics
*/
private void initDiskStat() {
try {
DiskUsage
diskUsage = sigar.getDiskUsage(diskName);
lastReadBytes =
diskUsage.getReadBytes();

}
}
}

Another aspect to consider during
load testing is the network infrastructure.
SNMP provides an interface for retrieving packet statistics. If your requirements
specify that you should monitor these statistics, there are several SNMP implementations out there. SNMP4J (www.snmp4j
.org) is a free open-source API that might
work for you.

Application Profiling
Profiling can help uncover performance
and scalability bottlenecks— issues that
should be caught in the testing process.
An ideal configuration might involve
executing load tests frequently as part of
continuous integration builds. This way
issues are caught prior to testing. To
accomplish this you’ll need a lab environment comparable to your production
environment. Databases, if applicable,
should contain similar data volumes. If
you cannot stand up such an environment, more emphasis should be placed
on SQL query optimization, indexes and
so on. You might involve a DBA to assist.
There are a few different approaches to measuring application performance of an application under load.
The first is to use a profiler. I have
found that most profilers use runtime
hooks to capture and log data related
to performance, memory usage, and
so on. But as a result, they also can
slow down application performance
significantly and give false results so be
AUGUST 2008
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careful. Even with this limitation they
have a place. They are extremely useful when looking for memory leaks or
resource usage issues. Examples of
free profilers are JBoss, Profiler and
Profiler4j. A thorough list of Java profilers can be found at http://javasource.net/open-source/profilers.
The second approach is to use an
AOP framework to capture method timings. This is done by writing a small piece
of code that executes on entry and exit
of all methods. This approach will create
less overhead compared with a profiler
and therefore provide more accurate
results. The data collected must be captured in memory so you need to find a
way to access it. You might create a page
that dumps the data or signals it to be
written to disk on a server. AOP frameworks allow you to configure the affected
code or disable the functionality
completely. This is helpful because it can
be configured to perform profiling only
in a load testing environment.
If your application is written for
Java/J2EE, I highly recommend a product called InfraRED (infrared.sourceforge.net), which monitors performance of a J2EE application and diagnoses performance problems. It provides detailed analysis and reporting
and alerts you when performance problems occur. InfraRED uses AOP to
weave performance monitoring code
into the application.
Another feature I really like about
InfraRED is that it can centralize gathering of performance data for applications
running in a clustered environment. Its
excellent Web-based GUI make this a
breeze to use. Unfortunately, it only supports Java, but its functionality could be
implemented fairly easily for other languages in the event that a suitable alternative doesn’t exist.
If your application is not Javabased, then look for profilers and AOP
frameworks that rule out any limiting
factors. An AOP framework should
inject code seamlessly without glitches
or performance impacts and quickly
perform its function.
If you cannot find a productionready tool, you could write a lightweight source code parser that injects
performance timer code into your
methods. The performance code
should invoke a method profiler component that is responsible for updating an in-memory database. This
allows the extraction of performance
AUGUST 2008

snapshots for analysis. Here is what the
code might look like.
LISTING 7
import java.util.List;
public class ProfileSample {
public void performTest() {
for (int i = 0; i < 10; i++) {
sampleMethod();
}
}
// BEGIN - Injected by custom tool
private static MethodView
_sampleMethod =
MethodProfiler.getMethodView(
ProfileSample.class, “void
sampleMethod()”, “Business Tier”);
// * END - Injected by custom tool
public void sampleMethod() {
// BEGIN - Injected by custom
tool
try {
MethodProfiler.onEntry(_sampleMethod);
// * END - Injected by custom tool
// Normal method code here.
try {
// Simulate the method doing
something
Thread.sleep(100);
} catch (InterruptedException e) {
// Ignore
}
// BEGIN - Injected by custom
tool
} finally {
MethodProfiler.onExit(); //
Injected by custom tool
}
// * END - Injected by custom tool
}
public static void main(String[] args) {
// Run some code
new
ProfileSample().performTest();
// Get the method list from the
profiler
List<MethodView>
methodViewList =
MethodProfiler.getMethodViewList();
// Display the method execution
times
for (MethodView methodView :
methodViewList) {
System.out.println(methodView +
“\n\texecuted “
+
methodView.getInvocationCount() + “
time(s) and took “
+
methodView.getTotalDuration()
+ “ total nanoseconds”);
}
}
}

Results Analysis
Now that you’ve executed a load test
you should have the following data in
log files:
• Page hit and pass/fail count data

from the unit tests
• Server resource utilization from
the performance monitors
• Snapshots from the profilers
• Any other custom data that is
unique to your application
One of the main advantages of using a
commercial load testing tool is that it will
generate elegant reports after the load
test is complete. They can even tell you if
your test passes or fails based on rules
defined from your SLA. Using the “do it
yourself” approach, we obviously have to
cover this gap. Many reports generated
by commercial tools produce several
charts and graphs that look very nice but
sometimes depict data that is unimportant to management. With the approach
described in this article, you have all the
raw data at your fingertips. You can
import it into a database and write
queries against it. You can import it into a
spreadsheet and create charts and graphs
of your own.
Also, RRDtool (oss.oetiker.ch/rrdtool/) and RRD4j (rrd4j.dev.java .net/)
are pretty simple tools for logging and
graphing system statistics for time-series
data. They’re popular among network
administrators because they allow custom
monitors using shell scripts or entire
applications using various application
interfaces. I find APIs useful when trying
to visualize data in realtime. You could
engineer your solution to relay all performance data to a central repository or
dashboard/console application where
updates are made to various round robin
databases and graphs are rendered periodically. Another option is JFreeChart
(www.jfree.org/jfreechart/), an API for
generating professional quality charts. I
find it useful when generating graphics
for presentations versus real-time visualization. Try out the demo to get a good
idea of what you can do with it. The Java
code for each example can be downloaded and retrofitted to incorporate
your data instead.
Regardless of the tool you use, the
data you choose to graph should be correlated to the load levels of the test (i.e.,
concurrent users or transactions per
hour). This will allow you to pinpoint performance under each milestone (current
or projected volumes). You can also
determine maximum volumes by ramping up volume until you fall out of compliance with your SLA. You might determine that the application cannot scale to
an acceptable level. This is where the profiler snapshots come in.
www.stpmag.com •
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Whether you use an existing profiling tool or create your own, you
should be able to view method lists
and call trees. Method lists contain
total time, number of executions, average times and other values that help
identify bottlenecks. One thing to
keep in mind is that methods call
other methods. The relationship is a
hierarchical tree structure. When evaluating individual methods, you want
to determine the method’s execution
time less the time within methods that
it calls. If the method list does not
show this, then a call tree can help. It
shows the average execution times of a
method and lets you drill down to all
the child methods. While evaluating
these reports, you should actively ask
yourself “should this method be taking
this long?” “Should this method really
be called this many times?”
Another useful report you might
have at your disposal is a SQL queries
report. Many performance issues are
attributed to poor SQL queries or
index problems. It’s extremely important to execute load tests against an
environment with data volumes comparable to production and uncover
SQL issues before deployment.
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This brings up a final set of numbers that are extremely helpful. Let’s
say you have a database-driven application that also relies on several service
providers or interface partners. Many
profiling tools such as InfraRED let
you categorize application code. For
example, you might have separate categories for presentation, business,
integration and data layers. You can
generate a report that shows how
much time is spent in each layer. If
one of your service providers is experiencing problems, you can proactively
bring it to their attention and provide
aid. If your data layer is taking the
most time, you can review what kind of
optimizations can be made.
Of course, many factors can cause
bottlenecks. It is important to be able
to quantify and formulate a success story about the improvements you’ve made.
When reporting percentage gain, try
this equation:
% Gain = (OriginalValue / NewValue) - 1

Multiply the result by 100 to view as
a percent. For example, let’s say you had
a process that executed in 10 seconds
before you tweaked it, and five seconds

after. That equation would be:
G% = (10/5) -1

The answer, of course is a 100 percent gain (in throughput), or a system
that can execute two times as many
processes in the same amount of time
as before the tweak. I like this equation
because it directly translates into “how
much more can this take compared to
today” which seems to work well when
communicating with management.
While the tools and APIs I’ve describe
will not completely replace a commercial
load testing tool, they may satisfy your
requirements for load testing while costing next to nothing. There’s also potential savings by having more developer participation in the testing process.
However, I recommend this approach
be implemented by mid- or senior-level
developers since there’s more in-depth
system-level experience required.
Hopefully, the tools I’ve described will
enable you to build creative solutions to
test your applications under load and
improve your quality assurance practices
without blowing the budget. ý
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Eclipse Possibilities Go
Well Beyond JUnit
Before I get to testing with
to, among other tasks,
Eclipse, I have to get somedefine new file templates
thing off my chest. Two
for JUnit tests.
years deep into bloviating
Things are at least modregularly on software-relatestly better with Oracle
ed topics for you, dear
JDeveloper. Like Eclipse,
reader, I’ve come to appreJDeveloper gives developciate that when it comes to
ers the chance to write a
testing, adherence to funJUnit test case immediately
damentals trumps experiupon clicking the ‘New’
mentation with new feamenu. However, the first
Geoff Koch
tures or tools nearly every
prompt in the wizard asks
time. This means that if you’re not
which existing class should be tested.
already doing things like keeping test
“Once again, it is subtly telling you to
code separate from production code
create your classes first before even
and writing a build script as one of
thinking of testing them, channeling
your first programming project tasks,
you in more of a direction of traditional
then I really can’t be of much use to
development than test-driven developyou, other than to annoy you with my
ment,” says Mousavi. “In Eclipse, the
lame attempts at witty metaphors and
‘class under test’ field is at the bottom
tired clichés.
of the wizard window as if that is that
The good news is that, like school
last thing you might want to do.”
cafeterias that phase out tater tots and
TPTP Tunes Up With Ganymede
hot dogs in favor of brown rice stir-frys
Granted, it’s difficult to say definitively
and salad bars, Eclipse makes it
what subtle messages may be baked into
increasingly easy for developers to do
IDEA’s and JDeveloper’s user interfaces.
the right thing and to load up on the
However, one thing that’s beyond dissoftware equivalents of veggies and
pute is that the Eclipse community has a
whole grains (developing test cases
plain-as-day intention, manifested in the
early and often) before hitting the
TPTP project, to make it easy for develdessert tray (jumping in and writing
opers to build full life-cycle test and perclasses right away without thinking).
formance tools.
“The choice between traditional
Google “New and Noteworthy in
development and test-driven developTPTP 4.5.0” if you want all exhaustive
ment comes down to which item you
details about what’s new when it comes
choose from the ‘New’ menu in Eclipse:
to Ganymede, the year’s massive and
Class or JUnit Test Case. That simple!”
mostly coordinated release of various
says Kia Mousavi, CTO of Ottawa,
Eclipse projects. Asked to point out
Canada-based Protecode, which prothe highlights, Paul Slauenwhite,
vides a commercial software governance
TPTP test tools project lead and archiplug-in for Eclipse.
tectural group lead, says that support
Mousavi notes that with the IntelliJ
for IPv6 and Java 6 is most noteworthy,
IDEA platform, a developer must first
followed by new features such as paralfigure out that he needs to install the
lel test suite execution, encrypted datJUnitGenerator package before test
apools, and the ability to move,
cases can be generated for classes. And
cut/copy/paste, delete, and rename
before you even approach out-of-the
test assets.
box Eclipse-type functionality, you need
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It’s an impressive list, though at
least some in the community consider
TPTP to be decidedly minor-league
among other Eclipse projects. After
acknowledging the fact that there are
real TPTP-derived gems, such as the
various Business Intelligence and
Reporting Tools, Kingston Duffie,
CTO and founder of The Fanfare
Group in Mountain View, Calif., says, “I
think it’s fair to say TPTP, which has
been around for awhile, just hasn’t
really caught on yet.”
Curious about this, I decided to quiz
Slauenwhite, also an advisory software
developer at the IBM Toronto Software
Lab. Could he point to a few TPTP successes, either among original contributing companies, or in the wider community?
“IBM/Rational
packaged
and
extended TPTP in several products,
including Rational Application Developer and Rational Performance
Tester,” he says. “And Testing Technologies extended the Test Framework
in Hyades/TPTP to build TTworkbench, a TTCN-3 editor, compiler, and
execution environment originally built
by (the Germany-based R&D organization) FOKUS.”

Beyond the JVM Boundary
For my money, Slauenwhite passes the
are-you-relevant test. But it’s Duffie who
provides the most interesting foreshadowing as to how testing with Eclipse may
be evolving. Duffie is a veteran of the networking industry who has earned his
Silicon Valley stripes and presumably, a
comfortable retirement, by successfully
founding two companies: Whitetree, an
ATM switching company acquired by
Ascend Communications for more than
$70 million in stock in 1997, and
Geoff Koch writes about science and technology from Lansing, Mich.
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Turnstone, which provided local loop
automation technology for emerging
telco carriers, which raised more than
$80 million in an initial public offering
in 2000. (Turnstone has since dissolved.)
Duffie’s new venture, Fanfare, provides various tools to design and automate system testing, mostly focused on
networking and telco companies,
though he rightly insists that the problem he’s trying to solve is prevalent
across the tech industry.
“Unit testing is great and does quite
a bit, but the problem is that its effectiveness ultimately ends, usually, when
working in Java, at the edge of the virtual machine,” he says. “That’s a strict
boundary, but in reality, a software
application interacts with other software, the network, and a host of other
components that you can’t use unit testing to address.”
Fanfare uses Eclipse not to build
executable files, but rather, with the
help of a graphical editor, to build
executable, automated test plans. It’s

an interesting model, and one that
suggests that the testing community’s
status as the programming world’s
long-suffering little brother might
eventually come to an end. Duffie
insists that the test and QA crowd feels
downtrodden and wildly overworked,
sentiments he says are exacerbated by
the fact that developers tend to have
lots of fancy programming tools on
their desktops while for test and QA
professionals, at least in the networking world, the state of the art often
means “basically sitting in front of a
terminal window and typing my Cisco
router shell.”
I have no idea if Fanfare will amount
to anything. However, its general premise—that white-box testing of buggy
complex systems is a problem that
Eclipse can help solve—is worth paying
attention to.
Imagine test automation tools that
make it easy to run regression tests
and reproduce bugs. Imagine developers and testers working off the same

documentation describing all tests.
And imagine developers actually
respecting the work of their oftenoverseas testing counterparts.
These are compelling possibilities,
and I encourage you to think about
them—provided your development
organization is already practicing the
test-early, test-often approach to
churning out code. If not, well, then
stop reading gasbag columnists and,
since I promised you some tired
clichés, get back to basics, start from
square one, and whatever you do,
don’t think you can run before you
can walk, unless it’s JUnit tests you’re
running.
Speaking of which, I’d recommend
trying the new Ganymede feature that
tracks and reports JUnit execution times.
“Passing a test is one thing,” says
Mousavi, who assures me that it’s a nifty
feature that should be added to all
automated testing platforms. “Knowing
that it is now taking twice as long to
run, is another.” ý
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Think You
Have A Team?
You Don’t.
“Team building” is a load
doesn’t mean we’re merely
of bull. It’s happy-talk that
marching in the same
changes nothing. It’s a
direction. You’re not a
laughable trust exercise. It
team just because you
stifles the best developers
know everyone’s name and
to serve mediocrity. Susyou eat lunch together.
pend your judgment for
That’s just being acquaintthe five minutes it takes
ed. Real teams actually work
together. Let’s see how
you to read this essay. It
peer code review can help
isn’t all about “rah-rah, go
build a real team.
team go.”
Jason Cohen
I’ll give you the punch
One Is the Loneliest Number
line first. Peer code review not only
“It’s scary how much code I’ve written
finds bugs, it creates an environment
that no one else has ever seen.” I was
where developers work together instead
of in parallel. It’s team building in the
told this by a developer who had just
real sense—people helping each other
started using our software to do peer
to achieve something greater than each
reviews. “The worst part is, I know it
could achieve alone.
can’t all be right.”
Developers write code while squirYes, you should be scared. The average professional novelist makes nine
reled away behind doors and headmistakes per page. No surprise; that’s
phones. After the architecture and
why there are editors. In fact, the 2000
interface discussions are over, code is
Census shows that in America we have
written in isolation. Does that sound
more professional editors than profeslike a team to you? I’ll bet most of the
sional writers!
code in your application has been
So why do we expect developers to
seen by only one person. Think about
write reams of technical code without
that for three seconds. It’s a frightenthe safety net of an editor? Aren’t we
ing thought. Teams supposedly work
guaranteeing errors?
on projects together. Do you really
have a team?
What’s Your “Bus Number?”
New hires want to get into code fast
A project’s “bus number” is the numand get their hands dirty but they
ber of people who have to get hit by a
need a safety net to make sure nothing
bus until no one is left who underbad happens. How do your developers
stands the code. A startling amount of
handle this? Isn’t “teaching and supcode has a bus number of one, which
porting” a team activity?
leads to a software process that is easily
The “American Heritage Dictionderailed. If that someone is sick, leaves
ary” defines “team” as “Two or more
the company, or really is hit by a bus,
draft animals used to pull a vehicle or
parts of a project can stall or might be
farm implement.” The same is true of
implemented incorrectly.
“teamwork” in most software developCode review provides a safety net for
ment organizations, too. Being a team
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both developers and managers. For
managers, they like the project stability
that comes from having a bus number
of two or more, and developers like the
comfort of knowing that someone has
their back. In a real team, people look
out for each other.

“Those Guys Suck”
It was a large software company. A small
overworked software group in Austin
had been asking for additional developers; finally their wish was granted in the
form of 20 developers in India.
The group in Austin was annoyed. It
was responsible for running the remote
group and incorporating its code into
the local base. “Those guys suck,” was
what the Austin team said exactly, referring to the Indians. “They don’t know
how to write code. And they don’t do it
the way we ask them to. And they don’t
write comments. Forget about comments in English, they write no comments at all!”
Austin started using code review software to check everything being done in
India, right down to communicating on
individual lines of code and having twoway conversations. Four weeks after the
reviews started, the same developer who
had told us they “suck” now said of the
team, “They’re pretty cool.” “They’re
doing a good job now. They just needed
a little direction. We’re actually getting
a lot of good code written.”
It turns out that the Indian developers were inexperienced, but they were
smart and wanted to learn. Once the
two factions had a mechanism for easily
talking to each other about code, the
knowledge transfer could begin.
The developers organized themselves
into a team. All they needed was an
environment of communication and a
tool to make it easy. They taught each
other without managerial pressure or
rules or strict process controls. Working
together, teaching and sharing, being
happier, all without being told...sounds
like a team! ý
Jason Cohen is the author of “Best Kept
Secrets of Peer Code Review” (Smart Bear
Software, 2006) and the founder of Smart
Bear Software, which makes code review and
collaboration software.
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